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Issue: ABORTION 

 Programs: 

- Family Alter 

Summary: In an archived sermon, Lester Roloff quoted a newspaper article which interviewed a judge who 
desired that the legal beer-drinking age is moved from 21 to 18. From the judge’s point of view, such a 
change would encourage teens as they waited to turn 21 (the legal drinking age). 

Aired: January 24, , 4:30am and 11:00pm, duration 26 min. 

 

- Grace to Grow with Pastor John Wilkerson 

Summary: Pastor Wilkerson draws a Biblical conclusion that if you never drink you will never get drunk. He 
compairs the families he has met that have and have not consumed alcohol. The Biblical commandment and 
prionciples about drinking are also discussed in depth. 

Aired: March 6, 3:30,7:30,10:00an and 3:30 and 6:00pm duration 15 minutes 

 

 

Issue: Church Security 

 Programs: 

- Legal Alert  
Summary: Attorney David Gibbs Jr. advised listeners concerning church security today. He noted that there 
is a difference between a church providing a trained team and allowing members to carry concealed arms. 
When deciding how to deal with security, a church should know its state’s laws about security guards and 
should consult with its insurance company about both concealed carry and security guards 
Aired: January 15, 7:32 and 9:01 am, 5:02pm, duration 90sec. 

 

Issue: Discrimination 

- Legal Alert 
Summary: Attorney David Gibbs Jr. advised listeners about religious discrimination in public schools today. In 
the matter of distributing church material to staff and students, public schools must allow groups outside 
the school to distribute material on an equal footing. If the school allows any other outside groups to 
distribute, then that school may not discriminate against the materials from a church just because it is 
religious in nature. 
Aired: January 16, 7:32 and 9:01 am, 5:02pm, duration 90sec 



 

 

 

Issue: Marriage and Divorce 

 Program: 

 - Sisters in Christ with Linda Wilkerson  

Summary: Citing verses and the quotes of the KJV and experts in the field, The ladies spent this broadcast 
discussing lasting love in marriage, where it comes from and how to have it. One illustration used was that of the 
left and right hand which works together without a fight; so should husbands and wives work together to build 
lasting love. 

Aired: March 21, 8am and 11am and March 24,10:05am duration 12 minutes 

 

 - Sisters in Christ with Linda Wilkerson  

Summary: Citing verses and the quotes of the KJV and experts in the field, The ladies spent this broadcast 
discussing lasting love in marriage, where it comes from and how to have it. The subject is closed with an 
illistration of a person craving their spouse as if he had fallen in a very deep lake and after fighting to get back to 
the surface that first breath is that of craving your mate. 

Aired: March 23, 8am and 11am duration 12 minutes 

 

- Family Alter Program 

Summary: In an archived radio sermon, the Late Lester Roloff preached on divorce and how it tears a home 
apart while a stable marriage gives reat stability. 

 Aired: February 17, 4:30am and 11:00pm 

 

Issue: Testimony 

Programs: 

-Grace to Grow with Pastor John Wilkerson 

Summary: Today Pastor Wilkerson discusses the inportance of keeping your word. This is a vital part of the 
Christian life and can be used to illistrate why people will believe your testimont when you approach them 
about salvation. 

AiredFebruary 13, 3:30,7:30,10:00an and 3:30 and 6:00pm duration 15 minutes 

 

-  Unshackled 

Summary: Pacific Garden mission dramatizes real life testimony of Joshua Rigby and how the Lord changed his 
life.  



Aired: January 30, 11:30pm, duration 30 minutes 

 

Issue: Trusting God 

 Programs:  

 -Family Alter Program with Lester Rolloff 

Summary: Lester Rolof teaches on trusting God, using an eagle as an example; it might drop it's little baby eagles 
out of the nest hoping to teach them to fly, but is always there to catch them if they aren't ready for it yet. 
Aired: February 2, 4:30am and 11:00pm, duration 15 min.  

 

 

Issue: Financial Literacy 

 Programs:  The Advertising Council, Inc, “Gift to Future Me”  

Summary: Americans ages 25-34, including those in our area, have financial behaviors that tend toward debt 
accumulation, and this is happening during a period of milestone events such as getting married, having children 
and caring for aging parents. But there is hope: the more working time before retirement means that their 
current financial decisions have a greater impact (positive or negative) on their longterm financial security. 
Programming on financial literacy is intended to help those in our community to take charge of their financial 
future. Summary: Save money from every pay check for the future. By Feed the Pig and the American Institute 
of CPA's. Aired: Aired: January 1- March 31, 3-5 times during the day, duration 60 seconds 

 

Issue: Education for Careers 

Summary: Our community needs to have attention focused on completion of high school, college and 

technical education to provide our citizens with the tools they need to contribute to the well-being of their 

personal lives, families, and the community. Programming is aired to encourage students to remain in 

school and continue their education. 

 

Programs: 

- The Advertising Council, Inc, “Skip The Drama” 

Summary: Life can be full of drama says Matt Kenseth. Some of it we can't control. Skip the 

drama that comes with not having a high school diploma or equivalency and leave the drama for 

the race track. Find free educations classes near you and finish your diploma. Brought by Dollar 

General Literacy Foundation. 

Aired: Aired: February 1 – March31, 3-5 times during the day, duration 60 seconds 

 


